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JANUARY, 2012

What Would Stephen King Do?
Dang! So, now I’m a retiree without time constraints (nor

steady income) offered by doing anything of value. To a rarified
gaggle of delusional sorts, this is the time to get around to that
“Great American Novel”.

I’d mulled over that tired daydream for years. I’d dipped my
literary toes into that tepid bath water numerous times, but my
G.A.N. never materialized into more than a sodden paragraph or
two, then chucked out the window like Bobbitt’s willy. What could
have gone so horribly wrong?

But I ask you, who’d have thought, a jolly 5 months after I
began, we were celebrating the completion of my first novel? 

Time and ambition are devious culprits, and when I was
younger, there was never enough of either to be spent on
anything but gratuitous self-indulgence!

I received a few “A”s for story writing in high school, but it was
more generosity on behalf of the teacher than any ambition or
talent on my part, I’m sure of that. Admittedly, I have never
considered myself an author by any stretch of the imagination,
and having written a book, still don't!

In the early ‘60s, Saturdays would find me glued to the sofa,
with a new Burrough’s book or those wacky Ace double
paperbacks, which caused my split personalties no little vexation,
warring over which title would be “up” on the crowded bookshelf.

Always wanted to be a writer, no doubt about that, because I
never wanted to do anything where I might get dirty or have to
think too much. I produced dozens of fanzines, but found myself
curmudgeonly, and bitter, allowing my latent disappointments and
hostility towards fandom to spew unmercifully onto the pages, and
yet I was overly sensitive to criticism, particularly from the boorish
and Latent Asperger Simply Fatuous Society.
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But that was years ago, and it was a bright, cheery afternoon in
Vegas when Gene Kelly and I ruminated over not only beginning a
book, anyone can do that. But finish it as well. 

The subject? I’m glad you asked, zombies of course; seemingly
the most commercially viable, in light of a successful television
show, “The Walking Dead", a string of low budget, distasteful
movies and the big ticket “World War Z” hitting the big screen in the
near future. I don’t pretend to be an Eddie Burroughs, but I think I
can put together a galloping adventure (it says here) and there’s no
harm trying. No wait, a wise man once said “There is do, or do not,
there is no try”.

There I sat, sometimes late into the night if I was on a roll and
the beer ran out, turning out page after damn digital page,
dripping with action and entrails. I'd shelled out for Scrivener, a
software for such projects, with more bells and whistles than I
could ever hope to use. It was interesting watching the story
unfold and the word count rose. I’d report to Gene at every point
of interest; 10,000 words, 20,000, 60,000. There were times the
story ran out of gas and left me flopping in the wind like a freshly
bagged flounder, but in time, the words came, and my harried hero pressed on.

If writing wasn’t an exercise in exasperation, repeated proofing was daunting indeed. My weak
and watery vessels, could scarcely look at the text without finding something that needed a slap and
tickle. It was here I called on fellow Vegasite, TAFF delegate and grammatical raconteur, Jacq
Monahan to set her eyes upon the thing and do her worst. As obstinate as I can be, another eyeball
hitting the pages was a good decision, and at last, the book was finished.

Two weeks to finish the cover art, eight interior illos, and "The Zombie Effect" had become reality.
As a quick read, yeh, it was pretty good, and whatever I lacked in grammatical prowess, I made up
for in mind numbing, over-the-top imagery. 

The story being, an American soldier, in the Middle East, finds himself sole survivor in a world
gone zombie. And thus begin his tribulations getting back to the states, via helicopter, Hummer,
nuclear submarine, plane, cruise ship and a sharp Corvette. On the road, he finds more than his
share of zombies, assorted bad guys, more zombies, a crazed scientist, a genetic mutation, part
reptile-part zombie, and all monster; then still more zombies, leaving a trail of unwholesome events
in his wake. One minor conceit was most characters are named after zombie film actors and
directors; a wink to zombie fans in the know.

So, it’s finished; now what the hell do you do with it? Yeh, never thought of that, did you, Mr.
Smarty Pants? 

“Turn it into an ebook, you dolt and put it on Amazon.com for Kindle readers, and see what
happens” sounded like a plan, thanks for asking. Who knows, somebody might actually buy the
thing; dreams of grandeur come easily after 5 months of toil. Having done that, I thought, whatever
potential customers there may be for such an ebook, will buy the thing in a big flurry and that would
be the end of it, but that was delusional on my part. I did a search for kindred works on Amazon, and
was horrified to find 1700 like offerings, and so, sales have remained at a drib here and a drab there.
Steady indeed, but dribbling none-the-less. I reasoned, it's an "e" book for zombie fans. Is that an
oxymoron? Is that even the right market? Perhaps not; so I upped the ante to paperback through
CreateSpace, who prints books on demand. Sales improved, and there's something magical about
holding your first novel in your bloodstained mitts.

Now, how can I get people to buy this damn thing? Not only are there scads of zombie books
already on the shelves, but any number of people sharing my name. On this score, I created a
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website: VegasEmedia.com where anyone can go and find links
directly to my books. By the by, calling all you authors, this site is
open to any interested parties who would also like a free link to
their online creations.

In the meantime, either smitten by the writing bug, or beaten
into submission by an aggressive muse, I cranked out yet
another grisly novel, “Bonefield 1”. Another foray into
zombiedom for sure, but a somewhat quieter, and less grisly
tale of a 10 year old boy, that once turned, ventures across the
wastelands in search of his mother. Almost a “Wizard of Oz” for
the undead. 

Bonefield 1, was likewise drug through the same editing
nightmare as “The Zombie Effect”, and once finished, off it
went to both Amazon.com in that free flowing ebook form, and
to CreateSpace in a formatted layout to emerge from its digital
cocoon into a literary butterfly in paperback form. Technology

has made it possible for virtually anyone to become an arguably published
author, and you can bet pros would naturally bristle at the thought of the proles gnawing at the base
of their hallowed pedestals. It’s happened before, when indie filmmakers antagonized the studios in
the 60s, the animosity of PC geeks reviling the burgeoning Mac owners in the 80s, fans despising
the use of computers to create fanzines (oh, the hate-mail that singed my mailbox), plus
independent comic artists going up against Marvel and DC in the 90s.

Lots of useless, forgettable rancor, but eventually everyone reached a truce or at least a
stalemate, for animosity against technology can be such a bore, and seemingly out of character for
anyone calling themselves science fiction fans. 

An established author once said in effect “You're not an author until you've sold a million words”,
and that's the rub, isn't it? Not how much you write, crazy people can do that. But how much you
can sell what you’ve written that determines your “authorhood”. No matter how technology can help
produce a movie or write a book, if it stinks, or by lack of ballyhoo, lays there like a dead fish, it’s
time to reaccess. But again, there's the rub; once you go with self-publishing, you're on your own to
get your work before the eyeballs of potential customers; a daunting task and one I have yet to
learn. My sage observation in retrospect is: I wish I’d started years ago.

Meanwhile, on the subject of grabbing that Smith Corona by the
carriage return, and looking those keys in the (type)face. Regular
contributor to “Films in Review”, David Del Valle, has also embarked on
a career as author at a gallop and asked me to do a cover for his latest
book “Lost Horizons Beneath the Hollywood Sign” from Bear Manor
Media. This, as it turns out will be his first of a trilogy of semi-
biographical offerings dripping with his years as a Hollywood writer, and
actor’s agent. Unfortunately, all the material I was given to make a
vertical color cover, was one black and white horizontal photograph
from a 1980 dystopian future, barely watchable, musical movie known
as “The Apple”. Oh, and it was needed yesterday! 

Scanned the photo, cut out various usable elements, and
rearranged them into a vertical format. Made a hillside in Bryce, some
lettering in Photoshop. It was still damn flat. I tinted the thing so at least
it didn’t look terribly, black and white, and my motto: “When in doubt,
add flames”; I mashed it all together in about 4 hours: done.
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Chicon 7
Keeping in mind, a fan artist is someone who

sits around waiting to be asked to do something for
nothing or spend their time looking for places to
send the sweat of their brow, where it may or may
not be printed, then either tossed out or filed away
by the more anal among us; never to be seen
again. If you’re lucky, someone in a lettercol will tell
you how bad it was. I’ve been doing fan art for 50
years, I should know. 

I’ve worked on any number of small
conventions with artwork and labor from “The First
Long Beach Science Fantasy Convention” in 1963,
through “Equicons” and Westercons in the ‘70s
and ‘80s. Then on to several here in Vegas during
the ‘90s and early aughts. From a distance, it looks
like 2012 will be a busy year.

I’ve never done any work for a major
convention until I received an email asking if I’d
help with Chicon 7 progress report cover art. Yow!
How could anyone say “No” to that? I was humbled
and excited to work on such an august project! 

I miss attending WorldCons; sometimes
referred to as “Big Tent” events by malcontents
who have no intention of going, and I’ve certainly
never been to a con in Chicago.

I’d forgotten the joys of working with a
committee. I’d receive a note, “The cover was
great, send it to the printer!” another note, arriving
mere seconds later with a completely opposing
opinion followed by much hand wringing. At last,
the reports made progress, and were off to Chicon
members the world over. With the last of four
covers done, I was just about to put all my Chicon
pixels away, but another e-missive asked for a
cover to a John Scalzi story of which I knew
nothing except “Silver balls shoot rays and destroy
Chicago”. Hell, I saw the movie “Chicago”, I can
handle this! So, I took the skyline from Progress
Report 4, made some explosions and scattered
them about, made silver balls in Bryce, with ray
blasters after those brandished by the saucers
from “Earth vs The Flying Saucers” (or “The 27th
Day” for the cognoscenti), and added one of those
uptown girls Billy Joel used to sing about. But the
committee nixed her in favor of a more homespun
look. The book became a downloadable
membership incentive.
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The committee did a great job on their
printed material and the con looked like a
lot of fun. Wish I was there.

When the dust settled on Chicon 7, I
received a lovely stretched canvas print of
the cover of PR 4 from Con Commando
Geri Sullivan; a class act.

Meanwhile, I had been neglecting
my roots as a blurry eyed movie fan,
falling behind on my collaborative website
with Jacq Monahan, “Cineholics.com”. I do
the webwork and Jacq supplies concise
reviews of current movies.

Studios send press releases, photos
and other stuff for inclusion and there are
times when it’s tough to keep up with it all.

Meanwhile No. 2, my personal website “SmelltheFandom.com” where I keep all my stuff was
languishing. It got a needed facelift for easier poking around. Added some arty bits to the gallery,
took some art I originally did for the San Diego Comic-Con program, which later appeared as a cover
for Askance and used it for a background image on my “Writing” page. The site looks much better
and it’s easier to explore, but it’s a long way from where I want it to be. I have tons of material
waiting in the wings to be included, but there’s lots of other stuff to do and that’s last on the list.

FEBRUARY
The World Horror Convention, much like the WorldCon, snakes its

way around the world, pitching its tent at hospitable outposts for its own
homey convention, mostly populated with authors, pro and wannabe,
with a smattering of interested fans thrown in. Gene Kelly had been to
one of these in the past and being this year, the convention was
setting up shop in Salt Lake City, suggested it might be a good place
to flog the zombies, and network.

Gene was going to have to take the helm on this one, as there
was no way I was about to make the 400 mile drive. I had been to a
Star Trek Convention in Salt Lake City not too long ago, and found
it dry, boring and not the least bit interesting. I was the oldest
person in the place, the conversation was mighty thin, and so was
the booze.

I checked YouTube for evidence of past World Horror events and found footage
from the artshow in Brighton that appeared bright indeed, well populated and wonderful! This might
be a wang dang doodle after all, and based on what I saw in the video, did several somber arty bits
for the show in hopes of paying some of my expenses. The con committee has an odd and troubling
rule, that art must be “Pre-Judged” before submission, which smacks of an elitism I wasn’t
comfortable with, and after sending off examples of my stuff, was disappointed not hearing back
from them. Finally a few weeks before the con, I wrote again and received a rather snotty reply
saying my request had been responded to and that was that. I had, however, received nothing, yet
they wouldn’t tell me what the response had been.
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That soured me to the whole event, but as luck would have it, here we were at last, on the open
highway in Gene’s convertible on a lovely, sunny morning leaving Vegas for Salt Lake City. Couldn’t
have asked for a better drive, and it wasn’t long till we turned into the Radisson Hotel parking lot. I
was anxious to see what this horror crowd was all about. I attended the Fangoria Horror Con here in
Vegas; it was a damn hoot and a half with some great guests, live bands, and plenty of costumes.
The reality of this event however, didn’t live up to the least of my expectations.

One of my gloomy arty bits done for the World Horror Con V

By the time we unpacked and tidied up, we were just in time for the Artist’s Reception. Now’s my
chance to see what all this hoity toityism was all about. We entered the art show expecting to be
blown away, and yet found it . . . empty! No hors d’oevres, witty conversation and most perplexing,
no artists! There were a number of arty bits, crammed fitfully onto a half dozen panels which I guess
were all that passed scrutiny of the art Nazis. Also included was a display from Hugo and multiple
Chesley winner and guest John Picacio. In the corner of the room was a fellow at a table drawing
cartoon characters who had no information about anything, and didn’t seem to know where he was.
Not only were there no artists, and no art room personnel, there was nobody to greet the artists, had
there been any. Perhaps the glories of the convention will be found elsewhere, in the days to come. 

The good sized dealer’s room was well populated; a sea of publishers showcasing their newest
offerings, and from what I saw, all new, shiny covers. There were no rarities, antiquities, nor pulps,
dime novels, or movie material. The ambience was more that of a very staid trade show than what I
was familiar with as a convention. Interesting, when you put so many books of the same dark theme
together in one room, the covers wash together and become indistinguishable from one another.
Although, it must be said, it’s the horror fans who seem to be putting most of their eggs into e-books
and Print on Demand. World Horror Con has created an inverted universe where everyone is now a
pro and the book signings appear to consist of nearly the entire membership of the convention. 

Evening parties, if you could call them that, were drab, and felt as though you were waiting for a
spiel on time-sharing. There were a few evening readings, but really, open mike night anywhere is
never a good idea and the specter of “Buy my book, damn you!” hung in the air like a wet blanket.

Friday evening, Gene and I took a walk a few blocks up the street to a mall in search of
something besides dead parties and overpriced hotel food. The night was chilly, the sidewalks busy
with a jolly citizenry, and trolleys whizzed by, packed with the homeward bound. The large and well lit
mall was bustling with locals peering into store windows, strolling the promenade, and it was here we
found a food court, bright, and cheery where the air was thick with the delightful aroma of all things
fried and well scrubbed youngsters.
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If you weren’t getting an award, the Awards Banquet Saturday night was a bland affair short of
food and good natured badinage, which made me realize how much I missed Robert Bloch, the
embodiment of everything this convention was lacking. It was a surprise however, seeing William F.
Nolan in fine form. I often bump into his old partner George Clayton Johnson who remains in high
spirits and can be found at fan events around L.A. and San Diego. 

The categories and winners of the awards were:

Novel: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Flesh Eaters by Joe McKinney (Pinnacle Books)

First Novel: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Isis Unbound by Allyson Bird (Dark Regions
Press)

Long Fiction: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .The Ballad of Ballard and Sandrine by Peter
Straub (Conjunctions: 56)

Short Fiction: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Herman Wouk Is Still Alive by Stephen King (The
Atlantic Magazine, May 2011)

Anthology: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Demons: Encounters with the Devil and his
Minions, Fallen Angels and the Possessed edited
by John Skipp (Black Dog and Leventhal)

Young Adult Novel (tie): . . . . . . . . .The Screaming Season by Nancy Holder
(Razorbill)
Dust and Decay by Jonathan Maberry (Simon &
Schuster Books for Young Readers)

Fiction Collection: . . . . . . . . . . . . .The Corn Maiden and Other Nightmares by Joyce
Carol Oates (Mysterious Press)

Nonfiction: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Stephen King: A Literary Companion by Rocky
Wood (McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers)

Graphic Novel: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Neonomicon by Alan Moore (Avatar Press)

Screenplay: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .American Horror Story, episode #12: Afterbirth by
Jessica Sharzer (20th Century Fox Television)

Poetry Collection: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .How to Recognize a Demon Has Become Your
Friend by Linda Addison (Necon Ebooks)

Vampire Novel of the Century: . . .Richard Matheson for his modern classic I Am
Legend His acceptance speech via film is HERE.

Lifetime Achievement Award: . . . .Rick Hautala and Joe R. Lansdale

The Silver Hammer Award: . . . . . .Guy Anthony De Marco

Richard Laymon Prez Award: . . . .Karen Lansdale

Specialty Press Award: . . . . . . . . .Derrick Hussey of Hippocampus Press and Roy
Robbins of Bad Moon Books
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The award, by the way, was designed by Harlan Ellison.

Later that night was a dreary assortment of student films and
another party of two or three people standing aimlessly around. 

Sunday morning as the cock crowed, and I, every morning since
we arrived, greeted the day from our window overlooking the parking
structure across the alley and off into the horizon where I would watch
this dark, rolling cloud, day by day, drawing near. The phrase “Heavy
black and pendulous” came to mind, but last night during our walk,
the sky was clear, black as pitch and flecked with stars. Today, that
cloud was upon us and what to my wondrous eyes should appear, but
a window full of white particles drifting by. 

“Holy crap”, I said, “It’s snowing!”
There was a pause.
“We’re getting out of here.” said Gene, who had to show for work

the next day and was in no mood for weathering a storm at risk of his
job. We had planned leaving later in the day, after a panel or two, but
now, there ensued a flurry of snow outside and an equal flurry of clothing inside, being stuffed into
bags and zippers being zipped.

We were on the road expecting to beat this ominous storm home. That too, was delusional on
our part. Over the hills and through the mountain passes we flew as if the cops were in hot pursuit!
Our hurry was to no avail; for the wind traveled like. . . . uh,. . .the wind, and the storm was upon us.

If the last few days had been a snore, now, our pulses were pounding as snow covered the
windshield, obliterating any sight of the two-lane road ahead of us. Gene was fearless, or crazy as
the case may be, and plowed blindly through wave, after wave of snow.. The only indication we
hadn’t flown off the embankment and into the abyss, was the lack of screaming, we were still
breathing, and the GPS showing we were still miraculously on the roadway.

It was a breathless escape indeed and somehow we made it home alive and well. I still have the
sneaky sensation I will soon wake up in a ditch, covered in blood to discover, everything since then
had been an illusion and my last words would be: “The horror” filed under “H” in the Twilight Zone.

My only conclusion regarding this convention, based on the videos I found of past events, was
this con in SLC was an aberration from the norm. HERE’s a walk-through of the con by a local fan.
Guest Joe Lansdale interview HERE. And HERE is footage from the autograph session.

MARCH

Many conventions I’ve attended over the years, have either faded into memory, or are now,
only for the very young or exceedingly old. Plus, I no longer have the energy, money, nor
temperament to attend, and Ghod knows, nothing to share with younger fans and little with the older.
My first “big” convention was WesterCon that some now suggest putting out to pasture, and LosCon
is trying to “get its groove back”. At the same time, however, many specialized events are (for now)
booming. Of course, both cons Wester and Los, started as literary events. Bruce Pelz once
excoriated me and threatened to close my huckster table because I dared to sell comics! But times
have changed, and there are many new outlets available to potential fans, not to mention science
fiction has gone mainstream making Rick Sneary’s 1948 observation that “Fandom is a Proud and
Lonely Thing” irrelevant. 
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First San Diego Comic Con Badge >
Thanks to Forry, who always wanted to do and be the

first of everything, I attended the first San Diego Comic-
Con and watched the event grow from rows of comic
laden orange crates, to a mind altering experience that
can tax your brain cells, your time, and your wallet. But it
can also give you an incredible shot in the arm for
keeping the creative juices flowing.

I’ve given up any hope of attending another, as the
expense, travel and crowds have become too much for
this old phart to handle. Comic-Con has become a victim
of its own success, and now there’s talk of moving the con elsewhere to accommodate the
burgeoning crowds that has the immense San Diego Convention Center, bursting at the seams.

In an odd turn of events, the 30 year old WonderCon, a dedicated resident of the Moscone
Center in San Francisco, has moved, if temporarily to Anaheim; into the shadow of the Matterhorn.
There was chatter this drastic step was testing the water for ComicCon’s potential bailing on San
Diego for new digs. The chatboards were rank with speculation. And, to be honest, if you ask older
fans, Comic-Con hasn’t been any fun since it left the El Cortez.

Anaheim isn’t that far from Vegas, and the surrounding motels were a pittance compared to San
Diego. If the moving rumors are true, it would be cool to get an early look at what may be the future

home of the event, if just to say I did.
The Convention Center is quite serviceable, and that weekend, we

shared the building with a cheerleading convention! Interesting seeing
giant robots step daintily through crowds of glitter-bound young women
sprawled on the foyer floor, with their pom poms strewn about like free
range tribbles.

Despite brief bouts of rain; the fans were enthusiastic, the costumes,
were typically gorgeous and inventive.

One of the pluses of San Diego, is the quaint Gaslamp District, with its
multitude of eateries and things to see, once you’ve escaped the madness
inside the Convention Center. None of that can be easily found nearby in
Anaheim however, and there is certainly no trolley to whisk you away.
People spill from the SDCC by the thousands, but dissipate quickly into
the surrounding areas. I see a foot traffic nightmare of people going back
to their motels in Anaheim.

Yes, Anaheim is way cheaper and the space (they say) much bigger.
But there is a big drop in the coolness factor and places to go, see, and
do in the immediate vicinity of the Convention Center. After 42 years, it
will be interesting to see what happens with Comic-Con. . . and where.
In 2013 WonderCon will be returning to Anaheim, but, I think I’ll be
staying home.

APRIL
David Del Valle had just completed another of his biographical
Hollywood retrospectives, “6 Reels Under”, published by Bear Manor
Media. I did the cover, with a hint of Poser, dash of Bryce, and dollop of
Photoshop. The 6x9” cover size is a terrific canvas for such things.
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Except for a small pocket of curmudgeons here in Vegas, everyone rejoiced at Jacq
Monahan’s TAFF win, with enthusiastic support from Nic Farey, John Purcell, Curt Phillips, Sandra
Bond and Steve Green. Nic’s zine, “All Jacq’d Up” was a platform for spreading Monahan, like butter,
evenly around fandom and it paid off. Jacq also hit the podwaves, and spoke of her plans for
attending Eastercon and exploring a goodly portion of the UK and indigenous fanlife on Jim Mowatt’s
podcast. HERE

For details on her TAFFly duties, you can find serialized tales of her adventures at your favorite
zine outlet. I did several covers, one with pen and ink, and two others with some digital hocus pocus.

Jacq Monahan Steve Green Ken Vaden Nic on the Barbie

As much as I relish being a hermit, there are times I am compelled to leave the sanctity of my
cave, usually at the behest of DeDee cracking the whip to get the hell out of the house, dammit! But
Nic Farey was having one of his legendary barbeques and musical soirées; not an event to be
shunned lightly and by the time we got there, the house was brimming with fans, local and
international alike. Out-of-towners, like Steve Green and others were here for Corflu.

There was plenty of food, music and chattery to wile away the evening, far into the night.
One Friday night following Corflu during Steve Green’s stay in town, a goodly crowd showed up

here at Casablanca for a screening of one of Mr. Green’s fave films, “The Haunting”.

JUNE

During certain months, dusk in the desert becomes an event unto itself; a warm summer wind
blows from the north, and a young fan’s fancy turns to thoughts of Indie Meet. This is the annual
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AUGUST Stu Shiffman Get Well Card >

This is the year I finally gave up trying to get to Burning Man. I
could never get my ducks in a row, nor enough dough to make it
comfortable enough to survive; I ain’t getting any younger and each year,
my concept of “roughing it” changes dramatically. God knows, I can’t find
anyone who wants to share the experience, nor the expense. 

In the meantime, veteran fan and globetrotting burner, James Stanley
Daugherty was showing off his new digs; high on a hill in a well-gated
community with a grand view over the Las Vegas Valley from a living
room the size of an airport terminal. No, not quite zombie proof, but you
can see them coming from here, and while you’re waiting, you may as
well do it in comfort.

There was a goodly assortment of fans in attendance; and a few
made the drive from L.A.. Of note was the mighty Christian McGuire and
Elayne Pelz. The local bunch seen at the event were Jacq Monahan,
Brenda Dupont, Scott and Cindy Anderson, David and Shirley Gordon,
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Brenda Dupont Rick Shipley Mike Conway A Gooey DemoScott Anderson

independent film festival hosted by director Mike Conway. featuring three days of indie features,
shorts, special effect demos, Sheila’s fabulous chocolate chip cookies, and general self indulgence;
cinematic and otherwise.

Despite a wind that can tear through the outdoor screening area like a hurricane, and send
empty pizza boxes scuttling, the campfire crackling and audience bundling up. Several dozen fans
huddle closer and share the cinematic experience, as if they were marooned on a distant planet.

During the day, there are demonstrations from making prosthetic make-ups, music, cgi, and
blowing things up. At night, the movies and conversation continue till the first rays of sunlight crack
the horizon and everyone drifts away to sleep it off.

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1546888/?ref_=fn_al_nm_2�
http://www.burningman.com/�


DeDee and I, a smattering of the VSFA bunch; the Vegrants weren’t obvious, if they were there at
all. It was a bitter-sweet affair, without Kathryn, but there were several toasts, and she wasn’t far
from everyone’s mind.

SEPTEMBER

This would be an exceptionally graphic and gory month!

First, there was Killercon, a homegrown Vegas mystery writers convention, which I've never
attended and therefore have nothing to say about it. That's the con, Laura tells me annually, she’ll
score me a pass, but has yet to deliver. The con, at least from its website, seems incredibly
expensive for what it promises and yet, it was the talk of the Horror Writers Convention in Utah. One
year I sought to sway them into a membership by doing some animated web banners for their
website, but received not so much as a peep. HERE’s a video wrap-up.

A Comic Con in Vegas has been tried many times, but each occasion was knocked for a row of
lib labs from a complete inability to get the message to potential patrons. Finally, this year, the Las
Vegas Comic Expo got it right! There was an impressive stream of fans of every stripe, snaking
through the Riviera Hotel for tickets. As well it should be, for the convention staff made good use of
social media, plus hitting all the comic shops in town and the west coast.

There was an impressive line-up of guests: Joe Benitez, Simon Bisley, Tim Bradstreet, Mark
Brooks, J. Scott Campbell, Mike Choi, Jeremy Dale, Brian Pulido, Herb Trimpe, Len Wein, Dean
Yeagle, Tricia Helfer, Adam Hughes, Thomas Jane, Mike Mignola and many, many more! HERE’s a
video overview.

Spent most of my time at panels, but during a panel on zombies, I won four passes for “Evil
Dead, The Musical”. Hardly recuperated from the convention, off we went: with DeDee, Brenda and
Gene. Fortunately, our seats were just out of the generous splatter zone. I could see myself getting
stopped heading home, trying to explain why we were covered in blood.
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MorrisonCon. Who could possibly imagine there would be two comic based
conventions in Vegas; during the same year; the same month; on the same
weekend? Even Vegas bookie Studs “The Kneebreaker” Fettucini would never
have taken those odds. But MorrisonCon was billed as an “Intimate Gathering”
with membership limited to 1,000. Guests included Robert Kirkman, Darick
Robertson, Jason Aaron, Jim Lee, Gerard Way, Jonathan Hickman, Frank
Quitely, J.H. Williams III, Chris Burnham and of course, Grant Morrison. There
were three days of panels, art and music with a bent toward the occult.

There’s something interesting about a downsized comic convention, based on a SuperGod! But this
was one of those cons I heard nothing about until it was long gone. Grant Morrison Official Website.
Interview with Grant Morrison HERE. Photo of Grant Morrison by Allan Amato 
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Then there’s Eli Roth,
momentary master of over-the-top
horror who came up with “Cabin
Fever”, the “Hostel” series and now,
The Goretorium. That's right, The
Goretorium. Planned as a year ‘round
house of horrors, right there on the
Vegas Strip! Who would have thought
of such a thing? Well, clearly, Eli
Roth, and it must be said, that when

your slogan is “You’re Fucked!” you’d better have a damn good payoff! 

Advertising for this thing was vague at best and nobody had a clue what the attraction would be,
but the stunningly gory trailer promised something horrifying indeed. We’d been following the
construction of the place since we heard it was greenlighted. The corner of Harmon and the Strip;
second level is a fabulous location, and directly across from Vegas City Center. Thankfully, we
snagged a few gratis passes for opening night, which culminated in Mike Conway, and I piling into
Gene Kelly’s car, off we went, and upon arrival, parked somewhere in the nether realm behind
Planet Hollywood.

Fortunately we got there mere seconds before the rest of the line showed up, which snaked
down the walk, across the overpass to the far side of the strip and disappeared into a morass of
tourists and curious alike! Here in line, we found Scott Anderson and Rick Shipley.

Would it be some kind of Grand Guignol stage show? Some motion ride through unknown
terrors? One of those dismal walk-throughs where guys in cheap masks wave chainsaws at you?

It’s a walk-through.

Rick Shipley, Gene Kelly, me, Mike Conway 
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It was, after all, a soft opening, where they find bugs and weak spots under duress of a full-on
crowd. But that night, I found the experience of walking through this "House of Ho-Hum", following a
path of gore that winds through tableaus of staged horror, which (maybe it's me) seems awfully tame
these days, and I can hardly be described as a "gore-fan". But at last, you are dumped into a bar
with a terrific view, overlooking the Strip, which should make it a top attraction for New Years Eve.
I'm left with "What the Hell was Eli thinking?" and he should change the slogan to “You’re Bored”.
Had I paid for the overpriced event, would have been pissed. I guess, that is where the real horror is.

It's a top dollar location, and I can't imagine this thing lasting 6 months, unless it's really a huge
tax write-off. Opening night video HERE.

OCTOBER
David Del Valle, columnist for Films

in Review, social butterfly, and horror
afficionado was in town to talk about the
cover of his next book “Del Valley of the
Dolls” (Yeh, I know). For shits and giggles,
David played dress-up with some old
costumes and I took a bunch of pics. One
of which ended up on the book cover
mingled with a skeletal scene I created in
Poser and enhanced with Photoshop.
Ahhhh, technology, what would I do
without it? The book will soon be available
at Vegas E Media.com.
< Here’s a sneak preview of the cover.

David & I show off our books >

Every year about this time, you can look forward to a Halloween event by the jolly VSFA party
animals over at the Cooperville digs. Always a good time, good crowd and extravagant, sugar coated
spread promising a diabetic coma in every bite! They do a splendid job on decorations, plus,
everyone gets a chance to try on their Halloween duds.

Jacq was, a Super-girl, Brenda gave me an acid flashback as a groovy hippy chick, and DeDee’s
Steampunk outfit was a test run in preparation for LosCon. Between the chat and chew, time flew, till
someone shouts "It’s time to play games!" when we beat a path out the door, till next year!

James Willey Daniel RegoJacq, Ron, Brenda, Alexandria, DeDee
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NOVEMBER

Can you believe it? There are people who can’t conceive Vegas as
a virtual hotbed of fannish activity (Gasp!), but it's true! Every year, a
growing number of fanac opens to fans and mundanes alike. Anime
Vegas has been active for years with screenings and their well
attended annual convention, and there’s the impending
AnimeMegaCon. There’s several Star Trek clubs such as The USS
Las Vegas which has a large and active crew, and the film making
bunch at Star Trek Excalibur.

Vegas is one of the stop-offs for the annual Creation Con, and
has been home to WesterCon 61, several SilverCons, and a pair of
Xanadus! There have been a half dozen Comic Cons, a huge Harry
Potter Con, Fangoria Trinity Con, Sci-Fi Day at the MGM, and older
fans have attended several incarnations of both Corflu and Toner.

Since the 70s, Vegas boasts a neighborhood bearing street
signs named from Star Wars characters, and while the Star Trek
Experience is no longer in operation, there has been talk about a

Star Wars Museum on the strip. There are several clubs and events where no invitation is needed:
SF Creative Writing Seminars, several SF Meetup Groups, and the Sci-Fi Center is moving to a
larger location. There are several book and media clubs such as SNAFFU, VSFA, The Las Vegas
Science Fiction Book Club, Let’s not forget, should the need arise, we have our own Zombie Squad,

Jennifer Drennan James Daugherty Jacq dodges Linda Bushyager’s zombie attack!
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and Zombie Apocalypse Store! Las Vegas even has its own zine library, and beat coffeehouse,
hosting zine workshops and musical events. It’s a comfy grub serving den with plenty of reading
material. I did a short film starring a couple of our local fans, HERE. In the past, Vegas has even
hosted several ZineCons! 

One of our well regarded annual events, dons its cape each November, as the Vegas Valley
Book Fest hosted by our lovely libraries. The fest itself, though a one day barn-burner, happens in
several locations around town. The main festival is a mostly outdoor event that takes place at the
historical 5th Street School where hundreds of authors get to show off their goods while musicians
bang and twang. There are also speakers, demonstrations, and entertainment for the kids, all in a
festive atmosphere (Yay!)

At the same time, and not far away within a local library, is the Vegas Valley Comic Festival.
I’ve been attending every year and watching it grow exponentially! The first thing I noticed was how
big it has become. This year, another ancillary room had been taken over by comic dealers, authors,
and clubs. It won’t be long before it too will be looking for a bigger location.

Authors and artists demonstrate their varied craft; those who used computers and those who use
pen and ink. Some of the guests were Dan Parsons, Gene Ha, Drew Rausch, Aaron Alexovich to
name a few, with an author’s hallway, portfolio reviews, lectures, and an artist jam, it’s an entire day,
completely free and everyone leaves with a great, creative shot in the arm, and anxious to go home
and try out what they learned.

That evening was a well attended Steampunk dance for them youngsters, and a personal
appearance by "True Blood" author Charlaine Harris who spoke for several hours about her authorly
process, the upshot of selling her book to television, and. . . . vampires!
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The Chocolate Part
Being a fan since 1960, I’ve attended far too

many conventions, and my noggin is filled with
memories of good times had by all. But that was
years ago, times have changes, fans have come
and gone. It’s been several years since I'd
attended a WesterCon or LosCon. Conventions
had always been the place where time and
responsibility stood still, and now, served only to
remind me, time had flown.

Fans now pushed walkers listlessly from
panel to tired panel, and sucked air through
hoses from tanks as if they had gone to the
moon. The same weary dealers pushed the
same tired merch they did back when we were
proud to be called "Hucksters". I guess, PC
had caught up to fandom as well.

I have to be honest here, between the
last LosCon I attended and that dreadful
WesterConfirmation, I said, somewhat
wistfully, "You'll have to pay me to come to
another one of these." And it wasn't easy

saying that, as WesterCon XVIII was my first
convention, back in '65, and I'd been attending LosCon for

much of its 39 years, but I'd had enough fannish conservatism, boredom,
disappointment, and that was that.

While other fan events I frequent, became dynamic and exciting, LosCon (and WesterCon for
that matter) seemed on their last legs. Hardly the conventions I remember from the 70s and 80s.

For years there’s been chattery of sending WesterCon to the glue factory, so clearly, it’s not just
me who thought this slice of the fannish pie had gone off.

But time also has a way of making one eat his words and you could have knocked me over with
a tired Feghoot, when I received an email from Christian McGuire asking if I was up for being Artist
Guest of Honor at LosCon 39 which came as a complete surprise! I was flattered someone would
consider my efforts worthy of GoHood, but I wasn’t forthcoming with a reply. My last forays into L.A.
fandom were disappointing and felt as if fandom had become as stale as last week’s open faced
tuna sandwich. I was immediately struck by two opposing thoughts: “It’s about time!” and “They must
be scraping the bottom of the barrel”!

I’ve been quietly doing fan art since 1965, and have never been asked to be guest of anything.
It’s been a staggering 50 years churning out scads of fillos, the occasional zine, and a few
convention art shows that kept me busy, but never thought I was on anyone’s radar, and having
moved from Hollywood to Vegas 20 years ago felt like being thrice removed from fandom altogether.

In the end, it was their enthusiasm which persuaded me to sign on. Well, that, and the fact the
con went out on a limb here, and made their theme “Steampunk and Zombies”. I never thought
LosCon a particularly zombie savvy bunch, but I had two new zombie novels in print, and it wouldn’t
hurt to use the venue to plug the pair of undead thingies.
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I always had a peculiar relationship
with L.A.S.F.S., from my first introduction
in 1965 where, at WesterCon 18 I was
eager to participate, yet was treated
rather shabbily and snobbishly by the
members at large, which left an indelible
stain. But I attended my first meeting with
a handful of friends at the old Silverlake
clubhouse which turned out to be an
auspicious occasion for club elections
were to be held that very day. Voting
consisted of writing a name on a slip of
paper and handing it in. "Odd" I thought,
we were given ballots even though we
knew not a soul in the building, and
nobody knew us. My friends (the dirty bastards!) thought it a hoot to write my name on their slips and
turn them in.

Bruce Pelz read the ballots aloud, and each time my name came up, exclaimed "Who the Hell is
Alan White?" I was embarrassed, and remained mute, but came in second. Phil Castora stood and
noted "L.A.S.F.S. rules say nothing about being a member to hold office, which would be
immediately changed"! I cowardly skulked from the building.

When the dust had settled, I became a member of L.A.S.F.S. in 1966 as I thought it would be
cool to have an official membership card and be privy to all the club and convention goings on. I
promptly never heard from anyone ever again.

20 years later, I had completely forgotten I was already a member of L.A.S.F.S. and thought it
would be cool to have an official membership card and be privy to all the club and convention goings
on. I tendered the membership fee to a jovial fellow behind the table who congratulated me on a
wise decision and turning to a bystander, suggested he greet the new member. The fellow looked me
up and down, and though he’d never seen me before, grunted "Oh, HIM", from under his scraggly
beard, turned his back, and walked away. "Well!" replied the membership guy ". . .another warm
L.A.S.F.S. greeting." Oh yes, I promptly never heard from anyone ever again. Go ahead, check the
membership roster and you'll find my name in there twice! It's a privilege I've paid for, and I’ve been
assured death will not release me - doubly so. My last visit to the clubhouse was in 1980 upon the
publication of my first all computerized fanzine with wraparound covers and packed with photos and
a story by Robert Bloch. I proudly walked into the clubhouse and handed a copy to the first fan I
came upon. He flipped through it, exclaimed “This isn’t my idea of a fanzine” and threw it on the
floor. I’ve never been back.

In the early days of LosCon, there was much fun to be had, enough pros and fringe fans coming
in to spice things up, a stunning art show, and a wonderful lot of costumers. Over the years, much of
who and what I had come to see, had faded away, never to return. In hindsight, it’s clear, it wasn’t
the convention I was coming to see, but certain fans that were drawn there to show off their
creativity. Now they’re all gone.

Meanwhile, back in 2012. It wasn’t all just waiting for the adulation to begin, mind you; seems my
showing up at LosCon drunk, and belligerent, won’t be enough for these people. I had to put out:
produce a logo, postcard art, program cover, a series of name badges, a website masthead and
show up for several panels while I was there. Much of the preparation however, would have to wait
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Back when we was Hucksters
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till the last minute as 2012 was a busy year with a goodly number of book and zine covers to finish
that would come first.

Originally I was told the theme was something vaguely Mayan regarding the impending
apocalypse, so I began working on some crazed Mayans and crumbled ruins of the Marriott. Then
the theme flipped to Steampunk and Zombies - so much the better! Certainly better, than the
previous "Where's my Flying Car?" Many of these people can barely walk; you wouldn’t want then
taking to the skies would you? This year, you could dress them up or eat them, maybe both; a win-
win situation, and there would be something for everyone!

The progress report boasted autograph signings where, perhaps I could pander my books. Craig
Miller must have thought I was nuts asking for a spot to sign, as he replied "Am I missing
something? Why can't you sign books right in front of you at your table?" An excellent question,
Craig, and the first news of getting my own table; excellent! My plans for world domination were
coming to fruition, Mwahahahahahahahah!

The art show kindly gave me free space to hang some arty bits. Brilliant! Only problem: I had no
art to hang! Everything I owned had been sold, given away, or borrowed and never returned. I
knocked out a half dozen digital pieces that would suffice, and shelled out for a large format printer:
Epson R2000; an amazing thing. Epson swears the ink quality will last forever, but since forever has
yet to occur, I’m not sure how they’d know that.

I was given an hour panel to blather; about art I suspect, but since I am far from a public
speaker, the thought of standing before a crowd of fans was daunting, and having to picture them in
their underwear was horrifying at best! Therefore, I decided on a DVD presentation. This way, I could
stand there in the dark, wave my arms about, and narrate along with whatever was on the screen. I
also had my laser pointer to highlight details, or putting out the eyes of art critics in the audience! So
the following weeks were spent finding my old zine covers and fillos  in old files and on the internet;
the pressure was on.

THURSDAY

By and by, each and every duck quacked into row and we were in the wind for LosCon!

A long dreary drive terminated within the comfy confines of the esteemed and well-worn Marriott
Hotel. We arrived weary at the Marriott underground parking structure but for all our fiddling, couldn't
get the gate to go up! DeDee rolled down the window and asked a fan unloading their car, who
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replied "Just drive around the arm, but you didn't hear it from me." Good enough; and with just a
hair's breath, I pulled the car around the arm and into a nearby parking space. I couldn't wait to get
into the room, tidy up, and relax. Got the room keys, borrowed a rack from the concierge, loaded up,
jockeyed a load from the car to the 8th floor, and hit the room. Ooops! Yes, quite a lovely room with
that one bed instead of the two beds I'd asked for. After all, I'm rooming with three women you
understand, and value my life! Went back to the desk and got a new room and keys. Pushed the
rack to the 5th floor where the key would not open the damn door! Back down to the desk. Oh,. . . .
the gal transposed the numbers on the key envelope. Very well, back upstairs and finally into our
room for real! Now back down to the car for the second load! Phew!

It was nice seeing my art on badges, and wrapped around the program. Some folks had my art
on t-shirts, bags, and banners, but our first task at hand was to haul my box of arty bits to the art
show and get it all hung like a Frisco bathhouse. The artshow staff was spot on the ball; I took off for
a bit while they fiddled with my paperwork, and upon my return, not only was everything filled out
and computerized, but all my art was tagged and on the wall!

DeDee and I were invited to a turkey dinner in the con-suite, though I always hated this room,
having all the charm and comfort of a WalMart employees lounge. But a turkey dinner was a nice
touch, and I certainly helped myself. The con-suite workers do a great job keeping the coolers filled
and the tables clean, well stocked and inviting.

FRIDAY
Friday morning and all was right with the world! I awoke in “Fandom” and was free to set up my

table but nobody in charge, knew what I was talking about and blew me off. 
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I commandeered a table at the back of the dealers room, set up my books and immediately sold
a few, but was soon booted out as I was told "Authors will be signing here." Which, I take it, didn’t
include me, so that was the end of my free table. I hardly had time to grouse as my art presentation
was happening in a few minutes.

Uh Oh, I was in a darkened room with a screen alright, but my heart sank when I was told there
were no DVD players to play my disc! Great Scott! Thoughts of fans in their underwear loomed in my
head. To-the-rescue were a pair of tech guys who wham, bam, had my DVD playing off someone's
volunteered laptop. Genius!

Here was a chance to toot my long untooted horn before a crowd of hopefully appreciative fans.
The show covered my earliest influences from artists past, movies, posters, pulp covers, pin-ups,
fanzines, to my early art pieces. Some successful, some not so much. I included some early fan
photos, zine covers, fillos and paintings. Then went into step-by-step details of how the program
cover art was done. 

Since 1970, I worked in Hollywood, designing motion picture advertising material, using the
cameras, graphic, and typesetting implements during the day, and by night, using the same gizmos
on fannish projects. This was back in the day when George Barr, Alicia Austin and Tim Kirk were the
holy trinity of fan art, and their creations graced many a zine cover, and gave fans a grand shot-in-
the-arm. These were great years to be a fan artist; I was doing a lot of work in ink, acrylic and
airbrush, and had won a few awards along the way.

It was great declaring oneself an “Artist” whether I really thought I was or not. But claiming I was
indeed such, was an easy explanation for many of my failings, excesses, or eccentricities. “An artist,
eh? Well, that explains everything!”
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With the advent of the Mac in 1984, tantamount to the discovery of fire; it was an easy evolution
putting it all together into fannish creations, though I received much hate-mail from fans claiming I’d
have to tear typewriters from their cold dead fingers before they would ever use a computer.

Being introduced to Photoshop in the mid 90s, I had distanced myself from the simple fillos in
favor of more demanding, full color cover art. Now that many zines were going PDF, there was no
reason not to boast a color cover.

It was a cathartic experience telling stories, and zipping my laser pointer here and there as
though I knew what I was talking about. I used my iPad as a teleprompter with a prepared script, that
worked swimmingly. 

I was pleasantly surprised the show went as well as it did. Nobody walked out, and I didn't have
a stroke! There was a fine applause when it was over from the 20 some people in attendance. A
smaller crowd than I'd hoped for, but I was up against 11 other events, but I appreciate everyone
who showed up and hope they had a good time. 

Just my humble opinion, but it seems the con devalues their guests, by not emphasizing their
panels. But, as a first time guest of anything, how could I complain? The con had a generous per
diem, and as I milled about the foyer, Christian and his wonderful worker-bees showed up with a
delightful goodie basket that kept us on a sugar rush for the entire con! My adrenaline was still
pumping, but I had to pull myself together and dash to my next panel "Zombies in Film - Since Night
of the Living Dead" with Eric Hoffman. But since Eric had staunchly refused to see any zombie films
since NotLD, we spent the entire, dreadful hour unearthing old Mantan Moreland films that had
everyone checking their watches and pinching themselves to stay awake.
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But the day wasn’t just art and zombies. Bless Christian McGuire, one of the Golden Gods of
Fandom, having all the guests to dinner. It was a delight getting to chat with everyone. Alas, the
damn restaurant took over an hour to get the grub on the table, and a few folks had to bail early. The
dinner was lovely, but DeDee and I were also expected elsewhere by and by and had to peel
ourselves away. 

That night was the Ice Cream Social where you got a chance to meet all your friends too cheap
to buy a membership, and would never see again for the duration of the con. Following that,
everyone hauled their swollen bellies upstairs for Keith Kato’s Chili Party. Seems backward having
dessert before dinner, but hey, this is fandom where such rules don’t apply!

There are always people I run into at the onset of the con, then never see again for the duration.
Where do they go? Are there secret meetings in play or have they been to so many conventions,
that just by being in the building, absorb the goings on through their skin? Or maybe, they just crash
the frozen dessert party, say "HI" to everyone and go home? For example, I bumped into Sandy
Cohen and never saw him again, and again for George Clayton Johnson, and once for Mike Glyer
where I asked him if he received the copies of my books I sent him months ago. He had a small part
in one of them, so I figured he should have a copy, and certainly I'd get a plug in File 770 for being a
published fan. He said "Yes", with a smile, but nothing else, and since no plug ever showed up,
clearly, it may not have been his cup of tea. Well, it seemed newsworthy to me at the time.

SATURDAY

Saturday morning brought my third and final panel, sharing the table with David Brin, Ms. Cecil
Castellucci, and Richard Dean Starr for "A Quiet Place to Write". I was immediately out of my league
with this bunch, whose eloquence and profundity showed me for the tinsel thin fraud I am. Oh, I had
a couple good lines alright, but really, I was left in the dust and sat there mute with a glazed look on
my face like a fresh Krispy Kreme for most of the hour. I had now, however, satisfied my obligations
to LosCon and gave a huge sigh of relief. Jacq Monahan was opposite me with "What if Super
Powers Were Real", which was followed by "Films of 2012".

The delightful Ms. C, offered to share a piece of her signing table, which was very sweet. And
again I made an appearance in the Dealer's Room, alongside Ms. C. and Barbara Hambly. I don't
know if it was coincidental, or because I'd mooched a chair at the table, but Babs Ham, launched
into a diatribe on how print-on-demand books were ". . . polluting the market." I’d like to think we’re
“expanding the market” myself, but that’s just me. But it was here I bumped into Joe Pearson, who
contributed to my zines so many years ago, but I hadn't seen in several decades. Tonight would be a
special occasion, as he was screening his latest feature film "War of the Worlds: Goliath" at the con.
He packed the room for the screening and followed with an informative Q&A.
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I don't know what happened, but we arrived at the masquerade a tad late, and here, a tad meant
we missed the entire show of only 6 contestants. This was followed by some appalling group of
steampunk performers that were all steam and no punk, with nothing on their schedule but boring
the crap out of everyone. We followed the crowd elsewhere.

SUNDAY

After a night of parties, Sunday was upon us. I had sold a half dozen pics from the artshow, and
it was time to reclaim the leftovers. The art show team under the whip and claw of Elizabeth Klein-
Lebbink and Jerome Scott were friendly, and professional. They had all the sales entered, paperwork
damn ready to sign and bing, bang, boom, out the door. Amazing. It was clearly obvious which
teams had it together, and which did not. My day was clear of panels, yet Jacq had two more on her
dance card: "The Fan Fund Auction" at 10am and "Future Remakes" at 11:30.

I can now speak with some authority on this Guest of Honor thing, and in short; “It’s great to be a
guest!” A free room, a few perks and kind words from old friends. There were even people who
claimed they still had my art purchased back in the 70s! What a rush. If there was a fanzine lounge, I
couldn’t find it, having brought a ton of cartoons and 80 hand cartooned styro cups, all of which I
ended up leaving with Karl Lembke in the Green Room. Be that as it may, Sunday slipped away and
Monday morning found us back on the road to reality after an enjoyable LosCon weekend.

We band of Vegasites should feel pretty smug about it all; I as the Art GoH, Jacq as this year's
TAFF delegate and Ross Chamberlain received the Rotsler award! But our group was now packing
their tents and fading away. Scott, Cindy and David were the first to head for the hills, getting an
early start on the trek home. Jacq and Brenda would soon be hitting the highway as well. DeDee
and I will stay for the Dead Dog party since the room was on the Con’s ticket and leave at the crack
of Monday morning. 2012 was ending on a joyous note indeed.

DECEMBER

Nevada is a great state; Vegas, like every town has its characters; above all, is Lonnie
Hammargren, who, among his accolades, is a collector of all things Vegas and turned his home into
an all consuming mass of oddities, show props and craziness. Every year he opens his house to the
public.

I’ve always missed the event, but this would be the day, DeDee and I hop into Gene’s car and
head for Lonnie’s digs. Imagine if there were an Ackermansion for everything else. This would be the
place and anything to describe it would be an injustice. Best if you click this link HERE.
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‘Tis the season to be fannish, which usually leads you to Lorraine Forbe’s annual SNAFFU
party, where fans and frolic abound, at least till the booze runs out. A goodly sized crowd of fans
show up from all areas of the valley for end-of-the-year conversation, a varied buffet, and a gift
exchange.

And thus, considering the earth stayed intact, 2012 comes to a conclusion with the sounds of
fireworks and festivity rather than apocalypse!
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by Jacq Monahan
Room 5048 - Mayonnaise and Roadkill and Brains, oh my!

I was attending my second LosCon, mainly to support longtime friend and devastatingly talented
artist and author Alan White as the Artist Guest of Honor. 

Room 5048 contained a welcome basket with a zombie brain in it, an apology about not having
procured the roadkill crackers that Alan had requested, and a mayonnaise basket full of little jars of
the multi-flavored condiment. Have some fat, everyone! How decadent of the organizers to provide
such a caloric bouquet of flavors (dill, curry, and garlic, among others). Alan felt like a rock star. I
dubbed him the Mayo Cynic. I am a Film Cynic myself, as my later panels would prove.

The GOH Presentation
He stressed over it. He wrung his hands. He would erupt in wild looks of terror. In the end, Alan

White’s digital slide retrospective came off without a hitch and proved that the man was not only
talented in the graphic arts, he was funny! His presentation was full of humor and hot pictures of him
in his prime. His two zombie books reminded attendees that he could write as well. We got to see
the Con’s gophers in progress as they scrounged up a DVD player at the last moment, saving the
day and relieving Alan of the interpretive dance he had planned as an alternative presentation. Alan,
DeDee, Brenda Dupont and I all wore custom-made T-shirts sporting the cover of The Zombie Effect
– Alan’s artwork. His posse had three ghouls as groupies and the whole presentation was being
digitally recorded without enough light. Someone with lime-green hair joined the audience by zipping
down the center aisle on a scooter. I told Alan he had nothing to worry about and I was right. 

The Ice Cream Antisocial
There was a long, snaking line for the ice cream social, complete with credentialed line guides

who would periodically exclaim, “Chocolate to the left, mango sorbet to the right.” I stood in the
shortest line which transported me to the harried scoopers who worked their biceps filling bowls with
“One Scoop Only!” a periodic cry for temperance which went largely unheeded. Yes, some servers
barked like dogs at the mostly zaftig supplicants in endless lines. The tail of the snake, also known
as the last one in line was frequently asked to hold up a sign saying End of Line, so that latecomers
would know where to stand to avoid being stabbed by the eager plastic spoons of the nearly-served.

Separate islands of toppings afforded greater access with their assorted syrups, nuts, whipped
cream and candy sprinkles. If you wanted a bowl of toppings only, you were in luck. Everyone else
has to brave the scary, Dickensian scoopers. A smaller table featured a friendly, liquid nitrogen mixer
who produced a saffron ice cream in tiny batches. He never yelled at anyone, but it seems everyone
else screamed for ice cream at the LosCon Ice Cream (Anti)Social.

The Panels
Cursed with a great big mouth and an overabundance of words, I had asked for and received a

free membership to the con to try to pull off my first auction and maybe do a panel or two. Hah! That
turned into three panels and an impossibly placed auction time (Sunday @ 10:00 a.m.) that
conflicted with The Lloyd and Yvonne Penney Fan Guests of Honor Interview, conducted by none
other than Hugo award winning Fan-Ed Chris Garcia.
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Having been sucked into the vortex of sitting on multiple panels, I resolved not to make trouble
for the Con by trying to change my schedule or just not showing up for them. I had three of them –
one Superhero, two film, plus one Auction to try to pull off with no seasoned help, little experience,
and 11 tracks going at one time. I would need a cape, after all.

I dressed as Supergirl for the superpowers panel, but was still rendered “useless as tits on a
boar hog” as my friend Euclid used to say. The costume was accepted as a matter of course and I
did receive a smattering of applause for being the TAFF delegate. My three male co-stars, including
one in top hat and duster (sigh, more about this in the rant) were vociferous enough to have gone
several hours on the topic “What if Superpowers Were Real?” but I flew the coop after one hour,
having wrangled slightly with duster man over theoretical government involvement and selfish human
motives in regard to superpower regulation.

The two film panels, Films 2012 and Future Remakes, went pretty much the same way. I was
stunned by the minutiae coming out of my fellow panelists’ mouths. They knew DETAILS about films.
I felt lacking because I had only just seen them and had opinions about them. I did not know about
directors’ food preferences, vacation plans, and shoe size.

“He was all set to direct, but his peanut allergy forced him to hand the reins over to his
cinematographer’s nephew, who came aboard only after his divorce became final from the leading
lady’s aesthetician.” That kind of thing.

All Supergirl could do was mumble like her Jackie namesake – no, not Kennedy-Onassis - I
mean The Great One himself, Gleason. “Homminna, homminna, homminna…umm...film...good,
fire...bad!”

The original Supergirl was killed off in 1985 anyway. Who was I fooling? My superpowers now
consisted of providing estrogen content on the panel and being able to walk in heels. An early
groupie had remarked on my lack of boots and then promptly fell asleep in the first row during the
panel. That’s what you get for no longer being related to Superman. – but even HE could take six
bullets fired into his chest. Then again, he DID have to dodge the empty gun thrown at his head as if
THAT could hurt him.

The Garcia and The Penneys from Heaven
This trio was on my “get to meet” bucket list weeks before I arrived. Chris was a Facebook friend

for years who had never responded, liked, or commented on anything I wrote (even to him). He
became a superhero however, when he handled the TAFF auction at ChiCon, sending me the check
(augmented by his own donation). He offered to do it all again here at LosCon, only to find that he
was simultaneously scheduled for the Sunday, 10:00 a.m. slot. The darling Penneys, who were
resplendent in their steampunk attire (and I do not include them in the rant below) also offered to
help, but THEY were the ones being interviewed by Chris Garcia on Sunday, 10:00 a.m.

Alan sent me a photo of Chris a day before I arrived, with the caption, “He is here.” The affable
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fan-ed had taken on iconic qualities to me, enhanced by his Hugo speech, and because I had met
the charming James Bacon at Eastercon. When I finally got to meet him, it was while walking by his
side unknowingly, until Alan pointed him out. I had to fling my arms around him, for ChiCon, and just
for being optimistic, prolific, Chris Garcia.

For auction fodder, he passed on a pair of multi-autographed boxer shorts and dozens of once-
edible one-inch candy/gum figurines, each in its own tiny plastic case. When I am able to decipher
one of the names on the shorts (or forge a BNF facsimile) I will alert fandom to the priceless artifact
available. One drawback – you’d never be able to wash them, but I was learning enough about
fandom to know that it would not stop some of these folks from wearing them.

It was in the Con Suite that Alan (once again) pointed out Lloyd Penney, also a Facebook friend
whom I’d never met. I ran up to the drink coolers and exclaimed, “Lloyd!” like we were old friends,
and he treated me like one. We exchanged bear hugs a few times and I thanked him for being
willing to help me with the LosCon auction before we all realized that it would be impossible. Yvonne
was there as well, and adorable, always smiling and seeming like she wore a tuxedo, but I could be
mistaken. It WAS the Con Suite after all. Lloyd was in a Hawaiian shirt. 

I’m sure that as a couple they’ve heard the phrase Penneys from Heaven before, but they heard
it again from me and I meant it.

“See’s”ure in the Con Suite – I Want Candy!
One whole segment of the Saturday Con Suite was devoted to what seemed like a metric ton of

See’s candy, in dishes, bowls, trays, and fancy acrylic trees that ended in a tiny platform that held a
single piece. Nice for presentation, but the mega-mouths descended on all of that chocolate, glucose
levels be damned. I found one variety of the sugary torture to be almost uncontrollably good, and
had to nearly sprint from the room (with a piece between my teeth) to escape its chocolate-caramel-
nut seduction. Con Sweet, indeed!

The Masquerade and Improv
Six steampunk-flavored costumes, including two toddlers comprised the entire Masquerade,

which come to think of it, masqueraded as a Masquerade. It was really all about the MC spouting in-
jokes to the audience, ensuring that he reached about 20% of the assembled group while the rest of
us sat like polite interplanetary visitors. Of course, one of the toddlers won. Awwwwww…

A narcolepsy-inducing improv ensued, appreciated only by the friends of those who appeared in
the incomprehensible romp. Many of us retreated to the restrooms. Not a good sign.

The Parties
Saturday night party-hopping consisted of darting in and out of rooms long enough to see if they

had a good trough and feedbag. Then you had to think of something interesting to say to the host,
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while you filled your mouth (or pockets) with comestibles. Sometimes you were given a sticker for
your badge so you’d remember you’d been there.

One of the rooms on the infamous party floor was decked out as a crime scene, complete with
alien autopsy and a door filled with yellow CAUTION tape. Serving red hibiscus absinthe (it makes
the heart grow fonder, I chirped) a cold licorice tongue dip administered by friendly people in lab
coats. Another held the Holy Grail of fan party victuals a Crockpot, or in this case three of them,
which caused me to find a tableside parking space. Skewering cocktail wieners I pretended that the
little dogs weren’t what I came for. Hey, there were meatballs, too, along with something in a third
crock that I can’t remember but I’m sure I ate. Silly puns came to mind. Crockpots and Crackpots, for
one. The room seemed to be filled with both, me included, a glutton who did not discriminate
whatsoever between beef and pork.

I actually encountered someone whom I’d first met on my TAFF trip! Erik Olson, from Chicago
yet, my hometown, was already in the Crockpot room when I arrived. I made him remember me with
a lot of fast talk. I also made him disappear, fearful of being stuck in an awkward conversation with
an apparently insatiable carnivore.      

The large, luxurious suite at the end of the hall held yet another ice cream orgy, this one without
the barking belligerence of the first. Maybe it was the higher altitude or the addition of the absinthe.
Here one could achieve a sugar coma, assisted by friendly servers and whipped cream cans that
were open and ready to shoot. On Friday this room had been populated by chili aficionados, but I
had opted out this year, remembering a few years back when the sign designating the HOT chili had
been a little too correct, transforming unsuspecting fans into fire breathing dragons. I also missed the
room with the mechanical bartender contraption, but Brenda got a martini out of it. The picture I saw
reminded me of the game Mouse Trap, but instead of a ball, liquor flowed through a series of chutes
and pipes, blending and pouring libations like a stoic, spindly robot.

The Auction
I had already constructed the “Auction Cancelled” sign out of felt and a black Sharpie,

anticipating anemic attendance and fierce competition (Garcia and the Penneys). Sunday morning
brought out my inner crank, never far from the surface anyway, and complained bitterly to fellow
occupants about having to put on an Auction and then having ONE MORE F#@$&! PANEL to
attend. No amount of zombie brain or mayo could make it better, so I schlepped the ornate gold
treasure chest (that caught the eye of steampunkers) full of merchandise to the empty meeting room.

The intrepid occupants of 5048 provided moral support and their physical presence to ward off
the cricket chirps that would have invaded the room otherwise. Surprisingly, four angels flew out of
the LosCon woodwork to net 85$ for the TAFF fan fund, while a millionaire friend whose fireplace
cost more than most new cars strolled by oblivious and unmoved. Spock’s ceramic head rose from
the table, his face telepathically emanating the word, “illogical.”
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The Tea
I had to miss the Sunday Tea because of my last panel (on upcoming film remakes) that did NOT

include an introduction of the panelists, a shaky start in my opinion. It ended just as the Tea did, and
I was able to find DeDee and Brenda before they left. The darlings had saved me many sweets and
savories in a one-of-a-kind, original Styrofoam art-cup that Alan had designed. I had him sign it later

The Con seemed to have got it right. There were real porcelain and china plates on the
tablecloths, real silverware, elegant teapots, and silver treat caddies. How fancy!

The treats were so tiny I could pop them into my mouth in a continuous stream. I’d really only
missed the liquid part of the Tea, which could not compete with cucumber sandwiches and petits-
fours anyway. It was a great relief to get all of the panels out of the way and grazing like a contented
cow seemed a reasonable way to decompress.

LosCon this time around seemed larger-than-life and the Marriott was more upscale than I
remember. What changed? Me! Along with that change came some observations…

Land of the LosCon (Rant)
It’s been a long time comin’ but…

I am tired of the fan license to be rude and weird. Back up, shut up and fuck off! I am talking to
you, elevator people, you oblivious, space-obstructing morons. There’s someone behind you.

I am talking to you, morbidly obese, inappropriately dressed females. Short-shorts over 300 lbs.?
Really? Plaid? Sleeveless tops when your upper arms resemble two Sunday hams? I am into
alternate realities, too, but please! 

I am talking to you, Con organizers in charge of fan tables. Where was mine? Where was Alan’s?
Where was anybody to talk to? I should have held a panel or two hostage, but then I realized that no
one would have noticed.

“If I see one more fucking top hat with goggles over the brim…” I muttered as yet another
steampunk-attired leatherman sashayed by in a nearly floor-length duster. Hell, I was even on a
panel with one. They were everywhere, black and brown versions of overdressed, gear-filled
aviators. If goggles weren’t perched on the hat brim, all manner of swivel lenses hung over one eye.
I admired the look, but couldn’t get away from it long enough to miss it. Enough already! So yes, I’m
talking to you Steampunk types, exempting the wonderful Penneys from Heaven, of course.

I am also talking to the wildly wobbly belly dance demonstration that could have been titled “Tons
of Fun.” Truth in advertising? Yes! Rude and demanding teacher? Yes! All this took place outdoors in
a public space, of which the “demonstration” was only a small area. Nonetheless, barking orders
went forth to a group of observers to stop all conversation and put out a cigarette. Shortly thereafter I
went forth, far away from the gyrating militants. I don’t know if they’ve stopped shaking yet, but the
demonstration was over months ago.

Epilogue
And so another LosCon lurches into fanhistory. I will remember it as the Con where I “got it”

about fandom’s foibles, enough to be able to voice frustration and appreciation in equal measure.
I will remember it as Alan White’s well-deserved moment in the spotlight, and how there are just

some people for whom I will go through any inconvenience to support, like sharing elevators, panels,
hallways and ice cream with real, live FANS! And how I lived to tell the tale.
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